Training: Collected information is guiding tailored training that will be available in May and June of 2022. Users can take a self-paced training in May or wait for live instructor-guided training available in June. Read more about training on the blog.

Reporting and Analytics: After working with reporting and analytics focus groups across Grounds, the team has determined that UBI's role in the future state will be larger than expected. The team is planning on taking advantage of some of the capability UBI has to make for a better experience after go-live.

Foundation Data Model Update
Mappers from schools and units are meeting weekly and attending office hours as well, to work through the twists and turns of converting the PTAO to the FDM. We’ve built up quite a bank of resources and news in the online community about this topic. Learn more on the FDM Resource Page.

Other updates

WFST
Multitaskers rejoice! Listen to our biweekly FST update.

Stay in Touch
We’re happy to help you and your teams however we can, so reach out!
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